"All the world's a stage we pass through." - R. Ayana

The limestone blocks of the Orion pyramids consist of mostly calcite mineral, whose structure can be triangular and octahedral in various forms. Each of the Giza pyramids is apparently designed as the top half of an octahedron, monumental formations of...
calcite. The angular mathematics of the Orion pyramidal design will be addressed shortly, but their limestone blocks contain information regarding the construction methods of the pyramid builders.

Research of J. Davidovits into ancient geopolymers has demonstrated through chemical X-ray analysis that the casing stones of the Giza pyramids are synthetic, being of lower density than any quarried stone due to trapped air bubbles and consisting of 85-90% calcite with other exotic mineral constituents like opal CT, hydroxy-apatite and silico-aluminates. CAT-scan work on the core stones have recorded hairs deeply embedded in the matrix of the stone, another clue that the pyramid blocks were cast using liquid stone, though RC14 dating of hair samples contained in the stone have not been reported.

This type of test could establish firm construction dates for the stones, though the likelihood of later facade reconstruction is strong. Corroborating evidence for the ancient use of advanced geopolymers comes from Mesopotamia, where the manufacture of basalt has been extensively documented. Note that the synthetic stones are of high piezoelectric crystalline content.

Diverse new technologies have incorporated fractal patterning for signal enhancement, data compression and encryption. Recent acoustic resonance experiments have illuminated a connection between the phi ratio and a nonlinear acoustic standing wave structure. Cervenka, Bednarik and Konicek at the Czech Technical University in Prague have modeled the structure of a nonlinear standing wave excited in a cylindrical resonator. Driven by periodic oscillations a resonant cavity can be stimulated to its fundamental resonant frequency producing both harmonics and subharmonics. When the standing wave is driven into high amplitude the nonlinear effects couple energy from low to high-frequency modes.

This increase in harmonics can create a shockwave, diminishing the quality of the resonator dramatically. Multifrequency driving of the resonant cavity has been used to increase the energy storing. If the energy is coupled to lower frequencies, or subharmonics, less acoustic dissipation is observed allowing for a more efficient system. Bednarik describes Resonant Macrosonic Synthesis:

The interactions of acoustic waves at some fixed frequencies without the energy losses in the higher harmonics is of considerable interest in acoustics. Such interaction creates the possibility of direct transformation of coherent sound at the given frequency by sound of another frequency without an electro-magnetic energy source... For a region of three modes with given angular frequencies, if the sum of two of them is equal to the remaining one, the interactions of these modes can be obtained from the nonhomogenous Burgers equation for nonlinear standing waves.

The phi ratio describes the relative proportions of the three frequencies that stimulate the nonlinear standing wave and is also apparent in the modeled distribution of acoustic pressure along the resonant cavity which results. The coherent nonlinear structure was achieved through periodic stimulation of a medium of precise geometric boundaries designed to induce the interaction of three different resonant modes in the ratio of phi. This standing wave structure informs the phi geometry of the Orion pyramids, elucidated by the superimposition of the pattern onto a cross-section of the Great Pyramid taken along the North-South axis. The high-amplitude transduction of the piezoelectric limestone of the pyramids creates an electromagnetic field around the structures, the movement of electrons becoming toroidal or donut-shaped.

The base length of the Great Pyramid informs the fundamental resonant tone created by the structures. Each base side of the pyramids has roughly been calculated at 760', creating a fundamental frequency of about 1.5 hz when the pyramids are stimulated into high amplitude. The periodic pulsation of the pyramids operating at resonance creates a Fibonacci standing...
waveset centered on the 760' wavelength bounded by the base of the pyramid. The angles of the standing waves exactly correspond to the slope of the pyramid's faces: in the phi angle of 51.85 degrees. This baseline frequency of 1.5 hz has been described as the Tri-thalamic entrainment frequency shown to synchronize the pulsation of the hypothalamus, pineal and pituitary gland into a unified functioning. This frequency is also the lowest frequency of Schumann Resonance, thus the function of the pyramids may indeed be to shift the fundamental frequency of the Earth down from its fluctuations near 7.3 hz to the tri-thalamic frequency of 1.5 hz.

This resonance structure is recognized as a solid-state global oscillator that functions in wavelengths of pure consciousness itself, entraining the human mind through redistribution and focusing of the global mind. Indigenous cultures across the globe recognize the Earth as a sentient being in itself, and as consciousness has a frequency that can be measured as the EEG, then the frequencies of Schumann Resonance can be understood as the vital pulse of Earth. Ancient wisdom passed on through the traditions of the Yaqui and Toltec cultures of present-day Mexico overtly describe the Earth's emanations and the corresponding alignment of the emanations of humans, a notion described by modern science as the Frequency Following Response. The pineal gland contains microcrystalline calcite biomineralizations (Bacconier, Lang et al) that transduce frequencies of consciousness.

Another ancient wisdom tradition from Aboriginal Australia, perhaps the oldest surviving culture of humanity that stems back at least 70,000 years, describes the nature of unified consciousness as the Rainbow Snake: "Oneness is essence, purity, creativity, love, unlimited, unbounded energy. Many of the tribal stories refer to the Rainbow Snake which represents the weaving line of energy or consciousness that starts as total peace, changes vibration, and becomes color, sound, and form" (Morgan, "Mutant Message Down Under" p 149). Quantum biology and nonlinear acoustics now possess the tools to comprehend the seemingly abstract concepts of indigenous cosmovision in quantified terms.

The octagonal structure of Earth's consciousness is quantified in this work; the very shape of the collective unconscious to which sentient beings attune themselves. The Orion pyramids' output likely induces a shift in the fundamental frequency of the Earth down to the lowest frequency of SR at 1.5 hz, allowing a parallel shift in the entrained human consciousness. Yaqui knowledge keepers precisely describe this shift in the alignment of the perception of man as an awareness of previously inaudible frequencies of infrasound:

"The portion of the emanations inside man's cocoon is in there only for awareness, and that awareness is matching that portion of the emanations with the same portion of emanations at large. They are called emanations at large because they are immense... inside man's cocoon the unknown is the emanations untouched by awareness. When the glow of awareness touches them, they become active and can be aligned with the corresponding emanations at large. Once that happens the unknown is perceived and becomes the known. (Castenada, "The Fire Within" p 207)"

This process of alignment that allows a heightened perception of otherwise inaudible infrasound is clearly shown by indigenous teachings to be the key to understanding the unknown; phenomena that remain for misaligned modern humanity as "paranormal."

The internal chambers of the Great Pyramid are constructed of massive rose granite blocks cut with precise right angles and perfectly planed faces, brought from the nearest granite quarry in Aswan directly to the south. The surface of the stone is covered in a thin glaze of quartz, the main constituent of granite, which is typical of a stonecutting technique now known as thermal disaggregation. I. Watkins, Professor of Geosciences at St. Cloud State University in Minnesota, has designed a "Solar powered focusing and directing apparatus for cutting, shaping, and polishing" (U.S. Patent No. 4,611,857 (1986) for the thermal disaggregation of stone. The lightweight unit is a parabolic reflector that focuses only a few
hundred watts of light into a 2mm point capable of melting granite at a 2mm depth upon each slowly repeated pass. The notes of Garcilaso de la Vega have described the findings of the Conquistadors upon arrival in the Andes, detailing the Incas' large gold-covered parabolic stone bowls over 10' in diameter which were destroyed and processed into ingots.

Strong similarities exist between the polygonal stonemasonry of the Andes and the pre-Egyptian Giza region, specifically the common surface glazing of quartz and perfectly rendered complex geometries, suggesting an identical advanced solar technology was used in the complex stoneworks.

Rose granite was used in the construction of the internal chambers because of its resonant properties. The quartz matrix of the granite stones is like a hall of mirrors with billions of parallel faces reflecting energy. The effect of this encasement in granite is that the airspaces can be given harmonic dimensions to specify the wavelengths, which will resonate through the formation of standing waves. The dimensions of the upper chamber reflect a 1:2 ratio, allowing standing waves of integer multiples to store acoustic energy. Acoustical engineer J. Reid carried out acoustic experiments revealing the resonant frequency of the upper chamber to be 121 hz. Resonance in the upper chamber's granite box (erroneously dubbed the "sarcophagus") was found at 117 hz. The interaction of these slightly offset resonant frequencies was most strongly felt while inside the granite box, creating a resounding beat frequency that closely matches the human heartbeat. Reid's subsequent research into human heartbeat rhythms revealed that the beats recorded in the granite box matched exactly those of newborn infants. As the heart rhythms of an individual change over the course of its development, an adult's heartbeat may be entrained through the acoustic beating of the granite box to imitate the heart rate of an infant. The most astounding aspects of Reid's work in the Great Pyramid involved cymatic experiments which are best described in his own words, revealing the tonal origin of hieroglyphic symbols.

The HeartMath Institute has shown a regulated heart rate to be crucial to the formation of a coherent electromagnetic field of the heart, and to allow intentional relaxation of the DNA helix that is associated with positive emotions. The direct correlation between the stimulated beat frequencies of the granite box and a healthy infant heartbeat suggest the chambers' design purpose. As the effect is caused by the interactions of the slightly offset resonant frequencies of the upper chamber (121 hz) and the granite box (117 hz), the dimensions of both have most likely been calibrated to the heartbeat of a healthy newborn.

The low human voice creates a resonance in the upper chamber that entrains a healthy biorhythm in a newborn infant. The granite box may have been a natal bath, the water's surface rippling in beautiful cymatic wave patterns to be broken by the first breath of the newborn. The damaged corner of the granite box denies its ability to hold liquids suggesting a purposeful destruction, as is the case with the other granite boxes discovered.

Rather than a tomb for the dead, it appears the upper chamber and granite box were designed and used as a nativity center for stabilizing the biorhythms of the mother and child during their separation at birth. The ratio of the dimensions of the upper chamber, one-two, can also be considered a mathematical or acoustical symbolism which supports this hypothesis. Physical evidence that the chambers were designed for this purpose was discovered during early twentieth century investigations of the ascending shafts. A carved stone tool was found sealed in one of the ascending shafts of the mid chamber. The artifact is interpreted to be a peshesh khaf, used in ancient times to sever a newborn's umbilical cord, in the ritual act separating mother from child.

The ascending shafts are directly aligned to the geographic North and South poles, having been specifically designed as receivers of the lowest frequencies of infrasound at 0.5 hz that align precisely to the shaft openings. The changes in angle of the oblong rectangular shafts
are subtle and intriguing, affecting the propagation of sound in ways that are not yet understood. The location of the natal tool in the ascending shaft suggests a resonant function also related to the biorhythmic entrainment of a newborn infant. The dimensions of the 6' long horizontal portion of the shafts are just large enough to accommodate a newborn infant. It then seems likely that the shafts were designed to focus 0.5 hz infrasound waves upon a newborn placed in the shafts as they open into the upper chamber.

As there are two shafts ascending from both the upper chamber and the lower chamber, even twins could be accommodated in a natal entrainment ritual involving psychoacoustic resonance. The cranial augmentation observed of ancient Egyptian royalty may be a direct result of fetal gestation and natal biorhythmic entrainment at the Great Pyramid. The complete set of angles of the internal chambers and the pyramid entrance are clearly aligned as receivers to the Fibonacci network of standing waves (previous image).

A balanced, full-spectrum infrasound environment has been shown to stimulate both emotional relaxation and DNA helical structural relaxation, or "denaturation". Vibrational research in Russia has demonstrated a nonlocal mode of DNA communication through an omnipresent field. The interaction has often been described as holographic and based on nonlinear coupling of DNA with electromagnetic fields, a topic to be expanded upon in this chapter's conclusion. As the first months after birth are well known to be developmentally influential, perhaps exposure during and after birth to the full infrasonic range may increase DNA development and a biorhythm of balanced consciousness.

The cranial volumes of the Pharaonic families were extraordinary, most notably that of Akhenaton, Nefertiti and their children. Since the unusually elongated crania have been observed in statuary depictions of even the youngest children, the assumption has been made that it was genetically related. Perhaps, in light of the new acoustical data from the Great Pyramid's chambers this assumption may be confirmed and understood to be a result of the infrasonic stimulation, the advanced art of genetic enhancement. The elongated skulls of the ruling families of ancient high civilizations may have been developed through gestational entrainment techniques under the Great Pyramid's magnetic umbrella.

Known Ayurvedic techniques of augmenting the energetic levels of water have been associated with the vibrations of particular oils, yet the likelihood is great that the granite box in the Great Pyramid's upper chamber may have been used to energize not only the water within the body of the bather (during gestation or otherwise), but perhaps was employed as a system to energize water that could be transported and consumed elsewhere. The most advanced energetic water technologies will be fully addressed as unique discoveries have been made in association with ancient artifacts that include sacred Sanskrit symbolism, script and depictions of the Great Pyramid at Giza thousands of miles away. The ancient notion of making a temple of the body may in fact refer to the crystallization of the liquid body for the benefit of human DNA.
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Radioactive Nightmare: The Global catastrophe That Isn’t Going Away  
Aug 04, 2012  
Radioactive Nightmare: The Global catastrophe That Isn’t Going Away, Governments turn a blind eye as fallout from Fukushima heads everywhere: Millions of Southern Californians and tourists seek the region’s famous beaches to cool off in the sea breeze and frolic in it.
Continue >>

Self-professed skeptical believer on his book about reanimation  
Aug 03, 2012  
Self-professed skeptical believer on his book about reanimation by Jeffrey Pritchett Roy Stemman is the author of the new The Big Book of Reanimation: Examining the Evidence that We Have All Lived Before? He is a self-professed skeptical believer tackling the subject of reanimation and...
Continue >>

Human-made climate change causes extreme weather  
Aug 02, 2012  
Human-made climate change causes extreme weather By David Twomey &nbsp; Climate change researchers have been able to attribute recent examples of extreme weather to the effects of human activity on the planet’s climate systems for the first time, marking a major step forward in...
Continue >>

Fukushima Radiation Spreading Worldwide  
Aug 01, 2012  
Fukushima Radiation Spreading Worldwide: Fukushima reactor No. 4 vulnerable to catastrophic collapse: Could unleash 85 times Cesium-137 radiation of Chernobyl - human civilization on the brink by Mike Adams The news you are about to read puts everything else in the category of "insignificant"

Doggerland: Sunken Greater Britain  
Jul 30, 2012  
Doggerland: Sunken Greater Britain Doggerland, a now submerged area of the North Sea, was once larger than many modern European countries &nbsp; A map of the UK with Doggerland, now sunken, marked as red 'Doggerland was the real heartland of Europe until sea levels rose to give us the UK...'
Continue >>

Discoveries at Bimini: Columns, Marble Building Ruins, and Possible Building Foundations in 100 Feet of Water  
Jul 29, 2012  
Discoveries at Bimini Columns, Marble Building Ruins, and Possible Building Foundations in 100 Feet of Water By Dr. Greg Little &nbsp; The present thinking in the ARE’s Search For Atlantis Project is that evidence of an ancient maritime culture has been found at Bimini, Andros, and Caysail Bank in...
Continue >>

Life Without Parole for Pot?  
Jul 27, 2012  
Life Without Parole for Pot? Why is it Banned? Marijuana cures cancer: US government has known since 1974 Discovery
Continue >>

Targeted Individuals Microwaved with Directed Energy Weapon Attacks  
Jul 26, 2012  
Targeted &nbsp; Individuals Microwaved with Directed Energy Weapon Attacks Bush and Obama administration’s widespread human rights abuses includes assassaulting targeted Individuals with directed energy Weapons says famous author Dr. Kevin Barrett by Deborah Dupre 800x600 Normal 0... 

Are We Finally Reawakening to the Profound Healing Properties of Psychodelics?  
Jul 25, 2012  
Are We Finally Reawakening to the Profound Healing Properties of Psychodelics? Legal research on a range of currently illegal drugs indicates they may help cure PTSD, alcoholism and even cluster headaches. &nbsp; by Don Hazen &nbsp;
Continue >>

Mind Control and the New World Order  
Jul 24, 2012  
Mind Control and the New World Order by Len Kasten &nbsp; On 28 November 1953, at 2 am, a man crashed through a closed window and fell to his death from the 10th floor of the Statler Hotel in New York City. He was identified as Frank Olson, a bacteriologist with the US Army Research Center at...
Continue >>

US Government Gives Classified Tesla Technology to UN for Sustainable Development Scheme  
Jul 23, 2012  
US Government Gives Classified Tesla Technology to UN for Sustainable Development Scheme &nbsp; By Susanne Posel Wireless energy transmission. is the transference of electromagnetic energy transmitted from a central power
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Now this could be it! This draw lines “at least for me” directly to the Annunaki, and the Gold mines talked about in the Enuma Elish. Because now a team of anthropologists found a mysterious burial in the jungle near the city of Kigali Rwanda (Central Africa). The remains belong to gigantic creatures that bear little resemblance to humans. Head of research group believes that they could be visitors from another planet who died as a result of a catastrophe. According to the scientists, they were buried at least 500 years ago. At first, researchers thought that they came across the remains of ancient settlements, but no signs of human life have been found nearby. The 40 communal graves had approximately 200 bodies in them, all perfectly preserved. The creatures were tall – approximately 7 feet. Their heads were disproportionately large and they had no mouth, nose or eyes. The anthropologists believe that the creatures were members of an alien landing, possibly destroyed by some terrestrial virus to which they had no immunity. However, no traces of the landing of the spacecraft or its fragments were discovered.
But this is not the first of such findings. In the summer of 1937 a group of Chinese scientists led by Professor Chi Putei surveyed the caves of Mount Bayan-Kara-Ula. Inside they found skeletons with excessively large heads and puny bodies. Nearby there were 176 stone plates. In the center of each plate there was a hole from which a spiral groove spread out to the perimeter with some characters on it. In addition, the cave walls were covered with pictures of the rising sun, moon and stars, with many painted dots or small items, slowly approaching the mountains and the earth’s surface. Experts in deciphering ancient written characters have been puzzled over the disclosure of the secret spirals from the cave Bayan-Kara-Ula for two decades. Finally, the professor of Beijing University Zum Umniu deciphered several inscriptions. The grooved letters narrated that approximately 12 thousand years ago some flying objects crashed in these mountains. Chinese archaeologists found a mention of the peoples who lived in the mountainous caves of Bayan-Kara-Ula.
A corpse of another “alien” was found by Turkish cavers. A mummy of the ice age was resting in a sarcophagus made of crystalline material. The height of the humanoid male creature did not exceed 1 meter 20 centimeters, his skin was light green, and he had large transparent wings on his sides. According to the researchers, in spite of the unusual appearance the creature looked more like a person rather than an animal. His nose, lips, ears, hands, feet, nails, were very similar to human. Only his eyes were very different, three times bigger than those of a human, and colorless, like reptile’s eyes. Not that long ago in one of the ancient Egyptian tombs a mummy of a man 2.5 meters tall was found. It had no nose or ears, and its mouth was very wide and had no tongue.

According to archaeologist Gaston de Villars, the age of the Mummy is approximately 4 thousand years. It was buried as an Egyptian nobleman – carefully mummmified and surrounded by servants, food and art objects designed for the afterlife. However, as it was discovered, not all objects around the finding belong to the Egyptian or even Earth’s culture. For example, among the finds was a round polished metal disk covered with strange characters, a costume made of metal with the remnants of something resembling plastic shoes, and many stone tablets filled with images of stars, planets and strange machines. The Shrine where a strange mummy was found also looks unusual. The burial was made of the material unknown in antiquity. The stone was literally carved from the rock so that the walls were smooth, like polished marble. It looked as if it was cut by a laser. Incidentally, the stone’s surface was fused. The tomb was decorated with a substance resembling lead. Mainstream still think that maybe, the “giants” and “dwarfs” could be a mere side branch of humanity that once lived on Earth, but for some reason became extinct. I don’t think so.


More mysterious creatures have been found Here (http://english.pravda.ru/science/mysteries/15-05-2008/105218-mysterious_giants_inhabit_euras-0/)

No original pictures from the findings have yet appeared! There has been circulations on the net that this is an old story from World Weekly News, however that seems to be a hoax or a bad try to misinform about this find.

2 responses on “BREAKING NEWS : Annunaki Remnant`s Found! – Cemetery of Giant Creatures Found in Central Africa”

1. James Griffith Jr June 26, 2011 at 15:36 · ·
   Why no pictures yet?

   0

   1

   Rate This

   ○ Ray June 26, 2011 at 22:31 · ·
   Be cool verbal news spreads faster than wired images. They will appear I`m sure. I`m searching...
Welcome to the New Enlightenment...

"All the world's a stage we pass through." - R. Ayana

Pyramids, Resonance and Consciousness

Orion Infrasound Pyramid at Resonance

The limestone blocks of the Orion pyramids consist of mostly calcite mineral, whose structure can be triangular and octahedral in various forms. Each of the Giza pyramids is apparently designed as the top half of an octahedron, monumental formations of...
calcite. The angular mathematics of the Orion pyramidal design will be addressed shortly, but their limestone blocks contain information regarding the construction methods of the pyramid builders.

Research of J. Davidovits into ancient geopolymers has demonstrated through chemical X-ray analysis that the casing stones of the Giza pyramids are synthetic, being of lower density than any quarried stone due to trapped air bubbles and consisting of 85-90% calcite with other exotic mineral constituents like opal CT, hydroxy-apatite and silico-aluminates. CAT-scan work on the core stones have recorded hairs deeply embedded in the matrix of the stone, another clue that the pyramid blocks were cast using liquid stone, though RC14 dating of hair samples contained in the stone have not been reported.

This type of test could establish firm construction dates for the stones, though the likelihood of later facade reconstruction is strong. Corroborating evidence for the ancient use of advanced geopolymers comes from Mesopotamia, where the manufacture of basalt has been extensively documented. Note that the synthetic stones are of high piezoelectric crystalline content.

Diverse new technologies have incorporated fractal patterning for signal enhancement, data compression and encryption. Recent acoustic resonance experiments have illuminated a connection between the phi ratio and a nonlinear acoustic standing wave structure. Cervenka, Bednarik and Konicek at the Czech Technical University in Prague have modeled the structure of a nonlinear standing wave excited in a cylindrical resonator. Driven by periodic oscillations a resonant cavity can be stimulated to its fundamental resonant frequency producing both harmonics and subharmonics. When the standing wave is driven into high amplitude the nonlinear effects couple energy from low to high-frequency modes.

This increase in harmonics can create a shockwave, diminishing the quality of the resonator dramatically. Multifrequency driving of the resonant cavity has been used to increase the energy storing. If the energy is coupled to lower frequencies, or subharmonics, less acoustic dissipation is observed allowing for a more efficient system. Bednarik describes Resonant Macrosonic Synthesis:

[T]he interactions of acoustic waves at some fixed frequencies without the energy losses in the higher harmonics is of considerable interest in acoustics. Such interaction creates the possibility of direct transformation of coherent sound at the given frequency by sound of another frequency without an electro-magnetic energy source... For a region of three modes with given angular frequencies, if the sum of two of them is equal to the remaining one, the interactions of these modes can be obtained from the nonhomogenious Burgers equation for nonlinear standing waves.

The phi ratio describes the relative proportions of the three frequencies that stimulate the nonlinear standing wave and is also apparent in the modeled distribution of acoustic pressure along the resonant cavity which results. The coherent nonlinear structure was achieved through periodic stimulation of a medium of precise geometric boundaries designed to induce the interaction of three different resonant modes in the ratio of phi. This standing wave structure informs the phi geometry of the Orion pyramids, elucidated by the superimposition of the pattern onto a cross-section of the Great Pyramid taken along the North-South axis. The high-amplitude transduction of the piezoelectric limestone of the pyramids creates an electromagnetic field around the structures, the movement of electrons becoming toroidal or donut-shaped.

The base length of the Great Pyramid informs the fundamental resonant tone created by the structures. Each base side of the pyramids has roughly been calculated at 760', creating a fundamental frequency of about 1.5 hz when the pyramids are stimulated into high amplitude. The periodic pulsation of the pyramids operating at resonance creates a Fibonacci standing wave.
waveset centered on the 760° wavelength bounded by the base of the pyramid. The angles of the standing waves exactly correspond to the slope of the pyramid's faces: in the phi angle of 51.85 degrees. This baseline frequency of 1.5 hz has been described as the Tri-thalamic entrainment frequency shown to synchronize the pulsation of the hypothalamus, pineal and pituitary gland into a unified functioning. This frequency is also the lowest frequency of Schumann Resonance, thus the function of the pyramids may indeed be to shift the fundamental frequency of the Earth down from its fluctuations near 7.3 hz to the tri-thalamic frequency of 1.5 hz.

This resonance structure is recognized as a solid-state global oscillator that functions in wavelengths of pure consciousness itself, entraining the human mind through redistribution and focusing of the global mind. Indigenous cultures across the globe recognize the Earth as a sentient being in itself, and as consciousness has a frequency that can be measured as the EEG, then the frequencies of Schumann Resonance can be understood as the vital pulse of Earth. Ancient wisdom passed on through the traditions of the Yaqui and Toltec cultures of present-day Mexico overtly describe the Earth's emanations and the corresponding alignment of the emanations of humans, a notion described by modern science as the Frequency Following Response. The pineal gland contains microcrystalline calcite biomineralizations that transduce frequencies of consciousness.

Another ancient wisdom tradition from Aboriginal Australia, perhaps the oldest surviving culture of humanity that stems back at least 70,000 years, describes the nature of unified consciousness as the Rainbow Snake: “Oneness is essence, purity, creativity, love, unlimited, unbounded energy. Many of the tribal stories refer to the Rainbow Snake which represents the weaving line of energy or consciousness that starts as total peace, changes vibration, and becomes color, sound, and form” (Morgan, "Mutant Message Down Under" p 149). Quantum biology and nonlinear acoustics now possess the tools to comprehend the seemingly abstract concepts of indigenous cosmovision in quantified terms.

The octagonal structure of Earth's consciousness is quantified in this work; the very shape of the collective unconscious to which sentient beings attune themselves. The Orion pyramids' output likely induces a shift in the fundamental frequency of the Earth down to the lowest frequency of SR at 1.5 hz, allowing a parallel shift in the entrained human consciousness. Yaqui knowledge keepers precisely describe this shift in the alignment of the perception of man as an awareness of previously inaudible frequencies of infrasound:

[T]he portion of the emanations inside man’s cocoon is in there only for awareness, and that awareness is matching that portion of the emanations with the same portion of emanations at large. They are called emanations at large because they are immense... inside man’s cocoon the unknown is the emanations untouched by awareness. When the glow of awareness touches them, they become active and can be aligned with the corresponding emanations at large. Once that happens the unknown is perceived and becomes the known. (Castenada, "The Fire Within" p 207)

This process of alignment that allows a heightened perception of otherwise inaudible infrasound is clearly shown by indigenous teachings to be the key to understanding the unknown; phenomena that remain for misaligned modern humanity as "paranormal.

The internal chambers of the Great Pyramid are constructed of massive rose granite blocks cut with precise right angles and perfectly planed faces, brought from the nearest granite quarry in Aswan directly to the south. The surface of the stone is covered in a thin glaze of quartz, the main constituent of granite, which is typical of a stonecutting technique now known as thermal disaggregation. I. Watkins, Professor of Geosciences at St. Cloud State University in Minnesota, has designed a "Solar powered focusing and directing apparatus for cutting, shaping, and polishing" (U.S. Patent No. 4,611,857 (1986)) for the thermal disaggregation of stone. The lightweight unit is a parabolic reflector that focuses only a few
hundred watts of light into a 2mm point capable of melting granite at a 2mm depth upon each slowly repeated pass. The notes of Garcilaso de la Vega have described the findings of the Conquistadors upon arrival in the Andes, detailing the Incas’ large gold-covered parabolic stone bowls over 10’ in diameter which were destroyed and processed into ingots.

Strong similarities exist between the polygonal stonemasonry of the Andes and the pre-Egyptian Giza region, specifically the common surface glazing of quartz and perfectly rendered complex geometries, suggesting an identical advanced solar technology was used in the complex stoneworks.

Rose granite was used in the construction of the internal chambers because of its resonant properties. The quartz matrix of the granite stones is like a hall of mirrors with billions of parallel faces reflecting energy. The effect of this encasement in granite is that the airspaces can be given harmonic dimensions to specify the wavelengths, which will resonate through the formation of standing waves. The dimensions of the upper chamber reflect a 1:2 ratio, allowing standing waves of integer multiples to store acoustic energy. Acoustical engineer J. Reid carried out acoustic experiments revealing the resonant frequency of the upper chamber to be 121 hz. Resonance in the upper chamber’s granite box (erroneously dubbed the “sarcophagus”) was found at 117 hz. The interaction of these slightly offset resonant frequencies was most strongly felt while inside the granite box, creating a resounding beat frequency that closely matches the human heartbeat. Reid’s subsequent research into human heartbeat rhythms revealed that the beats recorded in the granite box matched exactly those of newborn infants. As the heart rhythms of an individual change over the course of its development, an adult’s heartbeat may be entrained through the acoustic beating of the granite box to imitate the heart rate of an infant. The most astounding aspects of Reid’s work in the Great Pyramid involved cymatic experiments which are best described in his own words, revealing the tonal origin of hieroglyphic symbols.

The HeartMath Institute has shown a regulated heart rate to be crucial to the formation of a coherent electromagnetic field of the heart, and to allow intentional relaxation of the DNA helix that is associated with positive emotions. The direct correlation between the stimulated beat frequencies of the granite box and a healthy infant heartbeat suggest the chambers’ design purpose. As the effect is caused by the interactions of the slightly offset resonant frequencies was most strongly felt while inside the granite box, creating a resounding beat frequency that closely matches the human heartbeat. Reid’s subsequent research into human heartbeat rhythms revealed that the beats recorded in the granite box matched exactly those of newborn infants. As the heart rhythms of an individual change over the course of its development, an adult’s heartbeat may be entrained through the acoustic beating of the granite box to imitate the heart rate of an infant. The most astounding aspects of Reid’s work in the Great Pyramid involved cymatic experiments which are best described in his own words, revealing the tonal origin of hieroglyphic symbols.

The low human voice creates a resonance in the upper chamber that entrains a healthy biorhythm in a newborn infant. The granite box may have been a natal bath, the water’s surface rippling in beautiful cymatic wave patterns to be broken by the first breath of the newborn. The damaged corner of the granite box denies its ability to hold liquids suggesting a purposeful destruction, as is the case with the other granite boxes discovered.

Rather than a tomb for the dead, it appears the upper chamber and granite box were designed and used as a nativity center for stabilizing the biorhythms of the mother and child during their separation at birth. The ratio of the dimensions of the upper chamber, one-two, can also be considered a mathematical or acoustical symbolism which supports this hypothesis. Physical evidence that the chambers were designed for this purpose was discovered during early twentieth century investigations of the ascending shafts. A carved stone tool was found sealed in one of the ascending shafts of the mid chamber. The artifact is interpreted to be a peshesh khaf, used in ancient times to sever a newborn’s umbilical cord, in the ritual act separating mother from child.

The ascending shafts are directly aligned to the geographic North and South poles, having been specifically designed as receivers of the lowest frequencies of infrasound at 0.5 hz that align precisely to the shaft openings. The changes in angle of the oblong rectangular shafts
are subtle and intriguing, affecting the propagation of sound in ways that are not yet understood. The location of the natal tool in the ascending shaft suggests a resonant function also related to the biorhythmic entrainment of a newborn infant. The dimensions of the 6' long horizontal portion of the shafts are just large enough to accommodate a newborn infant. It then seems likely that the shafts were designed to focus 0.5 hz infrasound waves upon a newborn placed in the shafts as they open into the upper chamber.

As there are two shafts ascending from both the upper chamber and the lower chamber, even twins could be accommodated in a natal entrainment ritual involving psychoacoustic resonance. The cranial augmentation observed of ancient Egyptian royalty may be a direct result of fetal gestation and natal biorhythmic entrainment at the Great Pyramid. The complete set of angles of the internal chambers and the pyramid entrance are clearly aligned as receivers to the Fibonacci network of standing waves (previous image).

A balanced, full-spectrum infrasound environment has been shown to stimulate both emotional relaxation and DNA helical structural relaxation, or “denaturation”. Vibrational research in Russia has demonstrated a nonlocal mode of DNA communication through an omnipresent field. The interaction has often been described as holographic and based on nonlinear coupling of DNA with electromagnetic fields, a topic to be expanded upon in this chapter's conclusion. As the first months after birth are well known to be developmentally influential, perhaps exposure during and after birth to the full infrasonic range may increase DNA development and a biorhythm of balanced consciousness.

The cranial volumes of the Pharaohonic families were extraordinary, most notably that of Akhenaton, Nefertiti and their children. Since the unusually elongated crania have been observed in statuary depictions of even the youngest children, the assumption has been made that it was genetically related. Perhaps, in light of the new acoustical data from the Great Pyramid’s chambers this assumption may be confirmed and understood to be a result of the infrasonic stimulation, the advanced art of genetic enhancement. The elongated skulls of the ruling families of ancient high civilizations may have been developed through gestational entrainment techniques under the Great Pyramid’s magnetic umbrella.

Known Ayurvedic techniques of augmenting the energetic levels of water have been associated with the vibrations of particular oils, yet the likelihood is great that the granite box in the Great Pyramid’s upper chamber may have been used to energize not only the water within the body of the bather (during gestation or otherwise), but perhaps was employed as a system to energize water that could be transported and consumed elsewhere. The most advanced energetic water technologies will be fully addressed as unique discoveries have been made in association with ancient artifacts that include sacred Sanskrit symbolism, script and depictions of the Great Pyramid at Giza thousands of miles away. The ancient notion of making a temple of the body may in fact refer to the crystallization of the liquid body for the benefit of human DNA.
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Around 1/4 of Our Local Earth Visitors

New Illuminists: Consciousnesses Affected Since 11/11/10 (50% of True Number)
### Anonymous wrote...
I thank u all so very much for revealing to all who well listen, hidden knowledge of such a remarkable human being, Nikola Tesla.to me hes astounding but not without u all being just as...

### Anonymous wrote...
So an entire country, with the highest life expectancy on earth, is the most toxic place on earth? The Fukushima disaster is&hellip; old enough for anyone to be making claims like this. How is this...

### Sam wrote...
So they Should quickly deglobalise logistics and trades and Especially Ground all airtraffic that Alone adds more than 3° C to the global temp and All Will Be Well.

### new illuminati wrote...
All of it Elitisch? We agree that the Schumann resonance is not as variable as claimed, but other statements are not so easily dismissed. How do you like this clip then - Gregg Braden on Curing...

### Vicente wrote...
They also lose their flexibility and just don't clear the windshield effectively.heber windshield replacement

### Kind of Technology wrote...
Wow what a blog page i am so satisfied to see here can you more post, i am returning again to your website as soon as possible and i have lot of information about Technology News...

### Anonymous wrote...
Agreed, violent behavior only makes the fascist world government stronger. The best method in bringing down fascism is to completely ignore the actors within this government, in other words, don&amp;#39;t...

### Anonymous wrote...
Well said Agent R.A. - let&amp;#39;s hope everything here is being recorded and preserved in secure vaults! The &amp;#39;intelligence&amp;#39; agencies certainly have a need to know, dullards that they are. Be...

### Office support wrote...
I must say that Tesla is a genius.

### Vicente wrote...
Whatever Greggs&amp;#39; message is, it has nothing to do with the &amp;quot;best science of today&amp;quot;. What little science is mentioned is this video is spectacularly wrong, he just ... makes stuff up.

### Anonymous wrote...
You will get nothing from the military industrial complex except war materials, and lying war information. The best bet is to completely ignore them. They will not release existing electrogravitic...

### Anonymous wrote...
Greed and Government lies

### Anonymous wrote...
I agree that water can be used to generate free and abundant energy, but water can also be regulated and priced and this is the problem for people who seek to move beyond the number one corrupting...

### new illuminati wrote...
O Dog...

### new illuminati wrote...
Danny - welcome to the new Enlightenment, when all the cats are out of the bags, but don&amp;#39;t expect many scientific papers on overunity (free energy) devices or advanced propulsion systems; the U.S...

### new illuminati wrote...
You&amp;#39;re correct about the black ops programs but unfortunately disinforming regarding the Van Allen belts - a common misconception. These radiation bands were extensively mapped in the 1960s using...

### Danny wrote...
I would like to see at least one document of an official scientific paper validating a credit. When I check his site, I find so many miraculous innovations covering so many domains, which was maybe...

### Hank Hendricks wrote...
The new id card printing machines that are now introduce in the market can make the more secure id cards than the present cards.
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Radioactive Nightmare The Global catastrophe That Isn’t Going Away, Governments turn a blind eye as fallout from Fukushima heads everywhere&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;Millions of Southern Californians and tourists seek the region’s famous beaches to cool off in the sea breeze and frolic in...

Self-professed sceptical believer on his book about reincarnation
Aug 3, 2012
Self-professed sceptical believer on his book about reincarnation by Jeffery Pritchett Roy Stemman is the author of the new The Big Book of Reincarnation: Examining the Evidence that We Have All Lived Before? Is he a self-professed sceptical believer tackling the subject of reincarnation and...
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Human-made climate change causes extreme weather By David Twomey&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;Climate change researchers have been able to attribute recent examples of extreme weather to the effects of human activity on the planet’s climate systems for the first time, marking a major step forward in...
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Fukushima Radiation Spreading WorldwideFukushima reactor No. 4 vulnerable to catastrophic collapse: Could unleash 85 times Cesium-137 radiation of Chernobyl? human civilization on the brink by Mike Adams The news you are about to read puts everything else in the category of “insignificant”...
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Apocalypse or Paradise? History Unveiled – Odd Gods for Odd Bods The snake venom bursts through my bloodstream and floods my brain with psychedelic visions and death-trip memories and projections. My resourceful body attempts to integrate the primordial serpent proteins into the...
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Doggerland: Sunken Greater BritainDoggerland, a now submerged area of the North Sea, was once larger than many modern European countries &amp;nbsp;A map of the UK with Doggerland; now sunken,&amp;nbsp;marked as red ‘Doggerland was the real heartland of Europe until sea levels rose to give us the UK...
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Discoveries at Bimini Columns, Marble Building Ruins, and Possible Building Foundations in 100 Feet of Water By Dr. Greg Little ●The present thinking in the ARE’s Search For Atlantis Project is that evidence of an ancient maritime culture has been found at Bimini, Andros, and Cay Sal Bank in...
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Vaccination: Fraud &amp; Dishonest MistakesOne of the greatest lies of Big Pharma is finally being exposed – Don’t Expose Your Children to Vaccines! Primary Justification for Vaccines&amp;nbsp;by Sayer Ji &amp;nbsp;According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention...
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Life Without Parole for Pot? 10 Worst Cases of Cruel and Unusual Punishment in the Land of the Free &amp;nbsp; &amp;nbsp; Bush and Obama administration’s widespread human rights abuses includes assailing targeted Individuals with directed energy Weapons says famous author Dr. Kevin Barrett by Deborah Dupre 800x600 Normal 0 ...
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Targeted Individuals Microwaved with Directed Energy Weapon AttacksBush and Obama administration’s widespread human rights abuses includes assailing targeted Individuals with directed energy Weapons says famous author Dr. Kevin Barrett by Deborah Dupre 800x600 Normal 0 ...
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Are We Finally Reawakening to the Profound Healing Properties of Psychodelics? Legal research on a range of currently illegal drugs indicates they may help cure PTSD, alcoholism and even cluster headaches. &amp;nbsp;by Don Hazen&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;...
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Mind Control and the New World Order by Len Kasten &amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;On 28 November 1953, at 2 am, a man crashed through a closed window and fell to his death from the 10th floor of the Statler Hotel in New York City. He was identified as Frank Olson, a bacteriologist with the US Army Research Center at...
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http://nexusilluminati.blogspot.com/2011/05/pyramids-resonance-and-co...
Modern Nephilim Hybrid Deception Part 1 – Paternal Spiritual Lineage

As the “modern nephilim” claim and scriptural
argument is peculiar to those who accept the “sons of God” to be angels in Gen 6, this series of articles on this assumes this stance for the sake or arguing what the rest of scripture would show, if this assumption was true.

The Concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage

The Bible contains within it what I am calling the concept of “Paternal Spiritual Lineage”. The Bible teaches:

1. The spirit of a child is multiplied from the spirit (having life) of the child’s father.

A child’s spirit, which is tied to the gift of life itself, is not created completely anew by God and deposited by God at conception, but rather is grown from the spirit of the child’s father. Same as the body of a child is grown from the egg and sperm which combine upon conception, the spirit of a child is grown out of the spirit of the father. His contribution as the giver of the spirit (having life) of the child serves as his major contribution, as the growth of the child’s body in the mother by
pregnancy serves as her major contribution. Only the mother can grow the child in her body, through her body, and only the father contributes to the growing of the spirit of a child, which is necessary for the child to have life, from his own spirit. The mother acts as the birth center, the father as co-creator. The soul (mind/will/emotions) and the body of the child are of equal contribution from the mother and the father. The child will be like both mother and father in the traits of their body and soul. (Though technically the father’s contribution of sperm is solely what determines the gender of the child.) But the spirit of a child is a one-size-fits-all matter, as the spirit which gives life in each person, of either gender, is exactly the same.

2. A child’s spirit is of the same type as the child’s father.

Because the mother contributes nothing to the spirit that a child is grown from, and is alive from, it means that the father solely determines the type of the spirit of a child. There are several types of spirits that exist, or that God created: human, angel, and then there is God Himself, who is spirit. If a child has a human type of spirit, or an angel type of spirit,
or the spirit of God, is determined solely by the child’s father. A woman’s spirit is not multiplied and grown into a child’s spirit (having life), nor involved in the process, much in the same way that her egg does not determine the gender of the child, but only the contribution of the father determines the gender.

3. The generational curses passed on to a child are indicated to only come from the paternal ancestors of a child, and not the mother or the maternal ancestors, but do come from paternal ancestors on the maternal line. Yet the blessings come from both the mother and the father of a child. This is consistent with the pattern of the first two points above, yet shows that God visits iniquities as He keeps record, and iniquities visited or blessings given are not determined by body or spirit multiplication lineage.

Now to show the above points in the Bible:

First God made Adam,

“And the LORD God formed man [of] the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.” (Gen 2:7)
The word here for “soul” is clarified in the New Testament,

1 Cor 15:45 “And so it is written, The first man Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit.”

The word here for “soul” is “psyche” and it means “life” and “soul”. It is also used in: Matt 10:28 “And fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.”

There is a different word for “spirit” used in 1 Cor 15, which is “pneuma”.

This is the “breathe of life” in Gen 2:7 which references to the “spirit” which gives life.

“The Spirit of God hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty hath given me life.” (Job 33:4)

“All the while my breath [is] in me, and the spirit (ruach) of God [is] in my nostrils” (Job 27:3)

“And the LORD said, My spirit (ruach) shall not always strive with man, for that he also [is] flesh: yet his days shall be an hundred and twenty years.” (Gen 6:3)
The spirit of life in man was given by God to Adam in Gen 2:7, and is the spirit of man. Without God striving with the spirit of man, it no longer has life, but the man dies. But as long as God strives with the spirit of man, the man lives. The point being that a man being alive is tied to him having the spirit, of life, giving life, as God breathed into Adam.

The spirit of life, giving life to the body, is in the blood,

“For the life of the flesh [is] in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your souls: for it [is] the blood [that] maketh an atonement for the soul.” Lev 17:11

As such the spirit of man, and life, is tied to the blood of the man’s body.

God specifies that people reproduce through multiplication, saying:

“Be fruitful and multiply” (Gen 1:28).

What is multiplication? God demonstrated multiplication for us, by how God made Eve from a little piece, a rib, taken from Adam. (The rib itself contains blood in the marrow, and the life of the body is in the blood.)
“And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; And the rib, which the LORD God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man.” (Gen 2:21-22)

God is not recorded to have breathed the spirit, the breathe of life, into Eve in order for her to become a living soul. Nor is God recorded to have repeated this process with Cain, Abel, Seth, or any of their children. God breathed the spirit of life into Adam who became a living soul, and God is recorded to have done this only one time, with Adam.

Then Adam had a spirit and a soul and was alive.

When God made Eve, He multiplied her body from Adam’s body, and God multiplied her soul from Adam’s soul, and God multiplied her spirit from Adam’s spirit. And as she had a body (with life in the blood) and spirit (the breathe of life) she also became a living soul, through the process of multiplication.

As such, Eve was multiplied from Adam, in body, soul, and spirit. God did this with Eve Himself, but
from that point on the same thing would occur with Adam and Eve multiplying to have children, through the natural process God set in place.

This does not negate that that God forms each person in the womb (Is 44:2,24) but the point is that the building materials, a seed, are already in place for God to build from, not just in regards to multiplying a new body, but to a new soul and spirit as well. All are multiplied from what already exists in the father and mother.

That the body and soul (mind, emotions, will) of the mother are inherited traits of a child is obvious, children look like their mothers, have psychological traits like their mothers, the intelligence of their mother, etc. And so we know that both the body and soul of the mother contribute to the body and soul (mind/will/emotions) of the child. Both the mother and father’s soul and body are part of the multiplying process to form a child. Each contributes an equal number of chromosomes, to combine in conception, for the physical body, and the same would make sense of the soul (mind/will/emotions) as well.
But the father’s sperm alone determines whether the child will be a male or a female, and these are the two types of humans. “So God created man in his [own] image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them.” (Gen 1:27)

A similar parallel is seen in the spiritual lineage. It is the type of the father’s spirit which solely decides the type of the spirit of the child, and which solely contributes the “breathe of life” itself to the child at conception. This is as automatic, of a natural (spiritual) process, and out of the hands of the child’s father, as is pregnancy in a woman, and her body growing the child’s body. Without the father, the mother’s body grows the child’s body, and the man also just as essentially contributes to the life of the child, by solely contributing the spirit by which the child is multiplied, and in this has the breathe of life.

This is why the Bible over and over again refers to the father alone as begetting a child. Mothers are not said to beget children. The life of the body is in the blood, which is built in the mother’s body in pregnancy. The child would not live without blood, built with the mother’s body, nor without the spirit
giving life, built with the father’s spirit. As such their contributions are equally important and essential in producing a child. And it is God who works the miracle of forming a child, in any case. But while the child comes from both the mother and father, ultimately the child’s spirit, having life, only comes from the father’s spirit being multiplied into the spirit of the child, so it had life. This is balanced with only the mother’s body building the body of the child in pregnancy. Life therefore ultimately is inherited from the father, from the spirit. And this is why the Bible repeatedly says that fathers beget their children, in numerous place, here’s one:

Matt 1:2 “Abraham begat Isaac; and Isaac begat Jacob; and Jacob begat Judas and his brethren”

Moving onto two case examples, the same word for “begat” is used in 1 Jn 5:1

“Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is born of God: and every one that loveth Him that begat, loveth him also that is begotten of Him.”

Jesus Christ was begotten of God the Father. Jesus Christ is the only begotten son of God, but He also is God. In this we can clearly see that the type of spirit
of the father solely determines the type of the spirit of the child. The three types of spirits which exist are God, angel, and human. Jesus Christ is the God type of spirit, is God, because His Father is God. Jesus Christ could not have a spirit that was only half-God-spirit, and half-human-spirit, but rather: “For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.” (Col 2:9) Jesus Christ came in the flesh (2 John 1:7) and was man (1 Tim 2:5), but also Jesus Christ is God, and came from above, existing eternally, creating all things (Jn 8:23, 8:58, Jn 1). Additionally, we can see that the Bible says Jesus was a man because of His body, even though the spirit of Jesus is God as Jesus is God. The type of the spirit of the child is determined by the type of the spirit of the father alone.

We can also see that in humans, a man with a human spirit begets a child who also has a human spirit, as this is true throughout the Bible. This is also seen in the case of Adam and Eve, in which she also had a human spirit, herself being multiplied from Adam. But as for their children, the Bible says the children came through Eve, as in “passing through”. The word here “dia” means “a motion through”. 1 Cor 11:8,12 “For the man is not out of the woman,
but the woman is out of the man; For just as the woman is out of the man, in this manner also the man is through the woman; but all together from God.”

The distinction is clearly made that while Eve came out of Adam, and while daughters come out of their fathers, that all men (and women) since have come “through” their mother, not “out of” her. But all women (and men) have come “out of” their fathers. Applying this to Eve, this means her children came through her, but out of Adam.

The next case to look at is that of Adam. God said to Adam, “Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die.” (Gen 2:16-17) We can know that this was not referring to physical death, but to a spiritual death, because Adam did not die the day that he ate from the tree. This is also made clear when compared to Gen 3:22-24:

“Then the LORD God said, “Behold, the man has become like one of Us, to know good and evil. And now, lest he put out his hand and take also of the tree
of life, and eat, and live forever”—therefore the LORD God sent him out of the garden of Eden to till the ground from which he was taken. So He drove out the man; and He placed cherubim at the east of the garden of Eden, and a flaming sword which turned every way, to guard the way to the tree of life.”

The tree of life would cause spiritual immortality, but the tree of the knowledge of good and evil would cause spiritual death or dying. Immortality of the spiritual seems to lead to immortality of the body, and death of the spiritual seems to lead to death of the body. From this is can be gathered that Adam was made with neither certain death nor immortal life, but in a neutral state, and could choose to go either way, or choose either tree. When he chose the tree leading to death of the spirit he had, this death passed onto his children, as they were all multiplied from his spirit. His spirit dying did not cause him to no longer have a spirit, but simply to have an ‘inert husk’ of one, for him to have a dead spirit, instead of a living one, but he still had one. And somehow just having a spirit (even dead or dying) is still enough to bring life to the mortal body, and the living soul. (And it is the Holy
Spirit which makes the dead spirit we have to be born again, to eternal life.)

We know that the state of Adam’s spirit, of being dead or dying, was passed to all the rest of humanity his children, as this is made clear in the New Testament:

“Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into the world, and death through sin, and so death spread to all men, because all sinned— for until the Law sin was in the world, but sin is not imputed when there is no law. Nevertheless death reigned from Adam until Moses, even over those who had not sinned in the likeness of the offense of Adam, who is a type of Him who was to come. But the free gift is not like the transgression. For if by the transgression of the one the many died, much more did the grace of God and the gift by the grace of the one Man, Jesus Christ, abound to the many. The gift is not like that which came through the one who sinned; for on the one hand the judgment arose from one transgression resulting in condemnation, but on the other hand the free gift arose from many transgressions resulting in justification. For if by the transgression of the one, death reigned through the
one, much more those who receive the abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness will reign in life through the One, Jesus Christ. So then as through one transgression there resulted condemnation to all men, even so through one act of righteousness there resulted justification of life to all men. For as through the one man’s disobedience the many were made sinners, even so through the obedience of the One the many will be made righteous. The Law came in so that the transgression would increase; but where sin increased, grace abounded all the more, so that, as sin reigned in death, even so grace would reign through righteousness to eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.” Rom 5:12-21 NASB

“For since by man came death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive. And so it is written, The first man Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit.” 1 Cor 15:21-22, 45

In these passages it is made clear that death passed to all people by Adam alone. This is explained in that Adam was the one original spirit/soul from
which all others were multiplied. All of Adam’s children inherited a dying/dead spirit, as it is only the spirit of the father which is multiplied to the children, giving them life. The Bible is specific that it is only by the transgression “of the one” and that “death reigned through the one”.

As such Eve is not included in the multiplying of the spirit, but only Adam, and this includes the attribute of ‘the sinful nature’ or dead-state of the spirit (as well as the type of the spirit).

And so both in the case of Adam begetting all humanity, and in God begetting only Jesus Christ, we can see that the type of spirit of a child, and the attributes of a child’s spirit, come only from that child’s father, and not from the child’s mother.

If Eve’s spirit was involved 50/50 in the multiplying of the spirit of a child, then 1 Cor 15 and Rom 5 could not say what they say without contradiction, as they both point solely to Adam. If Mary’s spirit was 50/50 involved in the multiplying of the spirit of Jesus Christ, then he would spiritually be less than fully God, spiritually speaking.
The first two points being covered, onto the third point, which is told in:

Ex 20:5-6

“Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the LORD thy God [am] a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth [generation] of them that hate me; And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that love me, and keep my commandments.”

The word here for “fathers” refers to only paternal ancestors, and not to maternal ones. As such, one might assume that these iniquities are passed down per the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage; however this is not the case. God says He will visit the iniquities of the paternal ancestors unto the children. The verse does not indicate that this will occur naturally, as part of a natural process as by multiplying children. This cannot be the case, because every child has “fathers” or paternal ancestors on both their mom’s and dad’s side. The paternal ancestors of a child’s mother are also referred to here and nothing in these verses restricts the “fathers” to only the child’s paternal side. As
such, this “visiting of iniquities” cannot be based on the multiplying of the spirit of the father to produce the child, and is an unrelated matter, even if it bears some similarity. Rather, God Himself here refers to a record that He seems to keep, of not only the paternal-paternal line, but also of the maternal-paternal line, meaning the male ancestors of a child on both sides of the child’s family.

Additionally, no gender restrictions are placed on God showing mercy unto a thousand generations of those that love Him and keep His commandments. This means a generational blessing of God’s mercy can pass on through either the mother or the father of a child, through their ancestors, without any gender restriction. Again, this confirms that the concept of “generational curses” is not based on the multiplying of the spirit from a child’s father. However, some similarity in how God’s spiritual rules work is found, in that the iniquities of the fathers are visited, and the mothers are not. But this makes little difference, as the iniquities are visited on both the male and female children, and a mother may have the same iniquity visited on her that her father had, as may her children.
A second witness to God actively keeping record like this is found in Psalm 109:14, “Let the iniquity of his fathers be remembered with the LORD; and let not the sin of his mother be blotted out.”

Another reason this is known to be unrelated to multiplication is because there is nothing hard-wired about specific iniquities, as a person may repent of a particular sin at any time, or reject an iniquity that is being visited upon them, without the spirit (or body or soul) they were born with changing in some basic hard-wired way (Eze 18).

In summary, two witnesses are to be found in scripture, in the cases of Jesus Christ and Adam, which together show: the spirit of a child is multiplied from the spirit of the child’s father, giving life, and that a child’s spirit is of the same type as the child’s father.

Also the attributes of the life of the spirit of the father pass onto the child, such as Jesus Christ being eternal and immortal, and Adam’s sinful nature and death. However, the sinful nature and dead-state of Adam’s spirit is a general matter, and the specific
iniquities of a father that are visited on the children are not based on the spirit being multiplied from the father to the child.

Part 2

There is a third example in scripture which shows this point about Paternal Spiritual Lineage, which is found in Gen 6.

This is the case of the “sons of God” and their children the Nephilim-giants.

“And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them, That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they [were] fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. And the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also [is] flesh: yet his days shall be an hundred and twenty years. There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare [children] to them, the same [became] mighty men which [were] of old, men of renown.” Gen 6:1-4
The term “sons of God” refers to angels (Gen 6:2,4, Job 1:6, 2:1, 38:7), and the Nephilim-giants were the children of the “sons of God” and human women. In Jude 1 and 2 Pet 2 these “sons of God” are described as angels who sinned by leaving their own domain, are compared to those who “gave themselves over to fornication, going after strange flesh”, and who are now imprisoned in Tartaros. Their actions made them become fallen angels.

“And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.” Jude 1:6-7

“For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast [them] down to hell (Tartaros), and delivered [them] into chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment; And spared not the old world, but saved Noah the eighth [person], a preacher of righteousness, bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly; And turning the cities of Sodom and
Gomorrha into ashes condemned [them] with an overthrow, making [them] an ensample unto those that after should live ungodly” 2 Pet 2:4-6

The chronology in 2 Pet 2:4-6 places the time of their sin to be immediately before the flood, so we can know these are one and the same fallen angels who are referred to in Gen 6:1-4. And we know that these fallen angels in particular who committed this sin are now bound and imprisoned in Tartaros as the sentence for their crime. (Though others are not imprisoned, who did not commit this particular crime, see Rev 12, Luke 4, Eph 6:12.)

We can gather that several things would be true about the offspring of this union, based on the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage.

1. As angels are immortal spirits, their children the Nephilim-giants would have immortal spirits. This is the same as God the Father and Jesus, except that God is eternal, and the angels and their offspring all had a beginning point, being created.

2. As the angels who sired these Nephilim-giants were sinful, the offspring would be sinful also.
3. As Jesus Christ was God in spirit, but man in body, we can gather that the Nephilim-giants were fallen-angel in spirit, but men in body. Jesus Christ is the only Biblical example to work from on what would happen in a situation like this. He had the spirit of God, but a human body and the Bible calls Him a “man”, so He is a man, and had the body of a man. As such these Nephilim must have had mortal human bodies, but immortal sinful spirits. These Nephilim-giants were men, having a human body, though the spirit of a fallen-angel, just as much as Jesus Christ was man, having a human body and the spirit of God. The Bible calls Jesus a man, in truth (1 Tim 2:5). With the same amount of truth, these Nephilim-giants were also men.

The Nephilim-giants all died in the flood, in regards to their bodies. But based on their Paternal Spiritual Lineage, we should expect for their spirits to not have died, but rather to be immortal. As such they should be mentioned later on in the Bible, if the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage is true. There are only 3 things we know about them. They should be able to be identified as immortal evil spirits, who do not have a body of their own. This
precisely matches the Biblical description and accounts of demons in the Bible. And so the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage leads us to the point that demons in the Bible are the disembodied evil spirits of the dead Nephilim-giants.

Demons have the spirits of a fallen-angel (though not the spirit-body of an angel) and are immortal. They cannot receive eternal life as a gift, because they already are immortal. Repeatedly in the New Testament Jesus generalizes that the demons work for Satan, and says that Christians will cast out demons in His name. Satan is called the prince of demons, and it is obvious that the demons are adversaries to Christians, and work for Satan. Just like fallen angels, demons seem to be incapable of receiving salvation, because just as fallen angels are immortal and there is no way for them to be “born-again”. Demons, in being immortal, cannot be “born-again”. Humans have a spirit, in an inert-dead state, which while essential to having mortal life, does nothing towards eternal life. The inert-dead human spirit must be born-again, regenerated, by the Holy Spirit:
“Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born again, he cannot
see the kingdom of God… Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and [of] the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.” John 3:3,5

The Nephilim-giants are called “men” by the Bible (Gen 6:5), yet they cannot be born-again by the Spirit because they already are alive immortal spirits, which we know as demons. They cannot be born-again like humans with human-type spirits, and therefore cannot enter into the kingdom of God. In this the Bible generally seems to classify them in the same category as fallen angels, in many ways, though less powerful because they lack the spirit-bodies that fallen angels were created to have, demons are still categorized like fallen angels when it comes to the issue of salvation and who they work for.

It is for this reason that it is very important to establish that there are in fact no “modern nephilim hybrids” living today esp. who look human and live among us, which is what this website attempts to do. This same information that the Bible teaches on the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage, when applied to the story of the Nephilim in Genesis, shows that
there were not any Nephilim after the flood of Noah, and that there is no evidence for any Nephilim living today, nor will there be. Please continue on to the next article in this series.

Modern Nephilim Hybrid Deception Part 3 – The
Nephilim (continued?)

As the “modern nephilim” claim and scriptural argument is peculiar to those who accept the “sons of God” to be angels in Gen 6, this series of articles on this assumes this stance for the sake or arguing what the rest of scripture would show, if this assumption was true.

The Nephilim (continued?)

“But Noah found favor in the eyes of the LORD. These [are] the generations of Noah: Noah was a just man [and] perfect in his generations, [and] Noah walked with God.”
Gen 6:8-9

The Bible specifies that Noah was “perfect in his generations”. This can refer to being spotless or unblemished in his lineage. Why does God specify this? It would make sense that God said this to make
clear that Noah was completely uncorrupted in his lineage, both paternal and maternal, having no ancestors that were related to the Nephilim-giants in any way. Noah was the paternal ancestor of every human who would come after the flood, his sons and all their children, who all humanity would be replenished from.

However, it is not specified that Noah’s wife, sons, nor daughter-in-law were “perfect in their generations”. It is therefore possible that Noah’s wife (and therefore Noah’s sons) or daughters-in-law (and therefore his grandchildren), were bodily related to the Nephilim. According to the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage, it did not matter if Noah’s wife was in fact even a Nephilim-giant, because Noah’s sons and all their children would have human-spirits, because Noah had a perfect human lineage and a human-spirit.

But it seems far more likely that Noah’s wife or daughters-in-law were humans, but unfortunately one or all were descended from a human-granddaughter of a Nephilim-giant. This would mean that while the women on the ark were human, not even giants, they could still carry the genes for
hereditary gigantism, as well as genes causing a shortened lifespan. It could be argued that besides the stated exception of Noah, that his wife and sons’ flesh had also been somewhat corrupted, as all flesh had been corrupted, “And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted its way upon the earth.” (Gen 6:12)

The fact that giants existed after the flood, and that lifespans continued to decrease after the flood, shows that a woman (very likely herself human) related to a Nephilim-giant must have been on the Ark, and passed these genetic traits on to all humanity which followed after the flood. (Noah lived 950 years, but Shem only 600, this could be indicative that the woman with shortened-lifespan genes was in fact Noah’s wife.)

That we all only live at most 120 years today, combined with the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage, shows that all humanity had a human-granddaughter-of-a-Nephilim ancestor in their past. Yet, we are no less human for it, because the Nephilim-giants had human bodies, and we all are descended from Noah who had a human-spirit.
The giants that came after the flood, which are seen many time in the Bible, were human. They had human-spirits, and were no more related to the Nephilim than anyone else was after the flood. Everyone after the flood coming to live only 120 years shows this. The human-giants after the flood unfortunately just also expressed the rarer genetic problem of having gigantism, while the rest of humanity expressed the genetic shortened lifespan.

The main difference between the Nephilim-giants before the flood and the human-giants after the flood is that the human-giants after the flood seem to have been in poorer health.

Some secular scientists and also Christian creationists both seem to agree that the largest dinosaurs if they lived today would not be able to breathe or stand up fully, and therefore that the world seems to have been very different a long time ago (how long ago being the difference) and that the earth had higher atmospheric oxygen levels in the past, which allowed for these dinosaurs to be able to breathe and function with some normalcy. These same conditions Christians attribute to the pre-flood world that allowed for the dinosaurs to breathe, and
for huge winged ones to fly, also produced things such as gigantic animals and insects, as is found in the fossil record. (5,6,7) As such we know that the world before the flood was conducive to gigantic animals and their health. There is every reason to conclude the earth before the flood was more conducive to the health of Nephilim-giants and human-giants as well.

This may be how the Bible says of the Nephilim-giants, “the same became mighty men of old, men of renown”. These bodies with pituitary gigantism were able to function much better in the pre-flood world, and so were able to be “mighty men”. At the same time, they also had decreased lifespans. As such the gigantism and the shortened lifespan genes seem to not be directly tied together, but separate. All of humanity having shorter lifespans after the flood, while not being giants, shows that the two genetic issues were not exclusively tied together. The gigantism genes and the short-lifespan genes, while both coming from the Nephilim-giants, were not exclusively related. While the giants did live shorter lives than was usual in that time pre-flood, it is also clear that at first their gigantism was not a total hindrance to them, being called “mighty men”.
However, after the flood and the change of atmospheric conditions, the gigantism seemed to produce even worse health problems for those with gigantism. And ultimately we can see that the shortened-lifespan genetics were not tied to gigantism genetics, as all of humanity has a shortened lifespan, but few have gigantism.

The human-giants after the flood did not have any atmospheric advantage, and there are indications they were in poor health, like those with gigantism today. For instance, one very plausible theory is that Goliath died by the stone hitting his head because of poor health and medical conditions which directly related to him having pituitary gigantism.

“And David put his hand into his bag and took from it a stone and slung it, and struck the Philistine on his forehead. And the stone sank into his forehead, so that he fell on his face to the ground. Thus David prevailed over the Philistine with a sling and a stone, and he struck the Philistine and killed him; but there was no sword in David’s hand.”
1 Sam 17:49-50
“Undoubtedly Goliath’s great size was due to acromegaly secondary to a pituitary macroadenoma. This pituitary adenoma was apparently large enough to induce visual field deficits by its pressure on the optic chiasm, which made Goliath unable to follow the young David as he circled him. The stone entered Goliath’s cranial vault through a markedly thinned frontal bone, which resulted from enlargement of the frontal paranasal sinus, a frequent feature of acromegaly. The stone lodged in Goliath’s enlarged pituitary and caused a pituitary hemorrhage, resulting in transtentorial herniation and death.”

- Dr. Stanley Sprecher, MD

http://radiology.rsna.org/content/176/1/288.2.full.pdf

The poor health of these giants could also be argued in that whole villages of giants were killed off by the Israelites without any noted difficulty. (Deut 3:1-11, Josh 11:21)

God had the Israelites kill off these giant tribes entirely (men, women, and children), and this was likely for one very understandable reason.
Using FIPA as a model, each successive generation has a younger onset for the illness. This means that what might start as acromegaly, with adult onset, in a few generations would be more likely to result in gigantism that begins in childhood. That is for those who do express the genes and have gigantism. At the same time, most people in the family are carriers who do not get the disorder, and some do not even carry it. In modern cases, an entire family or village of giants doesn’t happen. But there is a reason why.

It is very likely that the only way that you would get this genetic disorder to be so strongly reinforced as to have an entire tribes of giants, where every man, woman, and child has the genetic disorder, is by inbreeding. The scientific understanding of hereditary gigantism supports this assertion. (3,8) And we know that these people did practice inbreeding. God confirms these nations practiced inbreeding in Leviticus 18, and this is what it would take to get entire villages of giants, in which every man woman and child was a giant. For instance, FIPA is a dominant trait with only incomplete penetration, meaning it acts recessive in many ways, and so it would be almost impossible to get a whole village of giant people, except if the trait was
reinforced through inbreeding, like the close inbreeding Lev 18 mentions, making the trait to show very dominantly.

These tribes of human-giants had been inbred enough so as to doom their own genetics and those of their children. Their children would have gigantism, and they also would spread gigantism to anyone who married someone from the tribe. This is also demonstrated in the case of the sons of the giant of Gath, these 4 brothers were also giants like their father. (1 Ch 20, 2 Sam 21)

“And yet again there was war at Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, whose fingers and toes [were] four and twenty, six [on each hand], and six [on each foot]: and he also was the son of the giant. But when he defied Israel, Jonathan the son of Shimea David’s brother slew him. These were born unto the giant in Gath; and they fell by the hand of David, and by the hand of his servants.” 1 Ch 20:6-8

This instance of the giant of Gath and his 4 giant sons shows a couple of things to be true. The first is that gigantism passes hereditarily among humans, and is not always caused by fallen angels. The
second is that if one wished to debate this point, then logic would dictate that one would have to concede that either:

A. The Bible is not accurate when it uses the terms “father” and “son”, which could have terrible ramifications if this same assertion was applied to Jesus Christ.

B. Or if asserting that the giant of Gath was a “Nephilim” and he himself had sons, one would have to concede that the Nephilim before the flood were not sterile, and therefore could have had sons or daughters before the flood.

And so this gigantism was a human hereditary disorder that passed from one human to his four human sons. This is not how hereditary gigantism typically shows in families, and is highly unusual, which all suggests close inbreeding, as may the polydactylism.

Like a quarantine, to save much more of humanity from the genetic disorder of gigantism, God had these tribes of giant people to be killed. This was a mercy on any children they may have had, and future generations, as gigantism is a very painful, deforming and disabling genetic disorder. This also was protective against spreading this genetic
disorder to all those peoples around them, including the Israelites. (Jdg 3:5-7)

That the giants after the flood were human-giants and not Nephilim-giants is confirmed in the Bible in Numbers13-14. This is the only time after the flood in which the word “Nephilim” is used, and the Bible makes clear that the statement made was a slander, a lie, and that those who told this lie were punished with death, as a result of the harm they caused with this lie.

“And they brought up a slander of the land which they had searched unto the children of Israel, saying, The land, through which we have gone to search it, [is] a land that eateth up the inhabitants thereof; and all the people that we saw in it [are] men of a great stature. And there we saw the giants, the sons of Anak, [which come] of the giants: and we were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and so we were in their sight.” Num 13:32-33

“And the men, which Moses sent to search the land, who returned, and made all the congregation to murmur against him, by bringing up a slander upon the land, Even those men that did bring up the
evil slander upon the land, died by plague before the LORD.” Num 14:36-37

The book “Alien Intrusion: UFOs and the Evolution Connection” by Gary Bates is where I first saw this pointed out, and he puts it this way:

“…The descendents of Anak (the Anakim/Anakites) were obviously a group of large people. However, in verse 28 the spies also reported that many of the other people in the land were “strong.” There are several other passages that refer to the Anakim as a powerful group of people (Deut. 9:2 for example), but verse 33 in Numbers 13 is the only passage that suggests any Anakite relationship to the Nephilim. Once again, it should be remembered that these Anakim were descendents of post-Flood people. They could not be descended from the pre-Flood Nephilim. Chapter 10 of Genesis records the “Table of Nations”; that is, the descendents of Noah’s sons, and there is no mention of Anak or the Nephilim, post-Flood.

“It should be noted that the spies brought back a bad, or “evil” (Hebrew dibbah, “to slander, whisper, or defame”) report. That report included a parenthetical
insertion that the large people known as the sons of Anak were descended from the Nephilim. The NIV simply puts it as: We saw the Nephilim there (the descendents of Anak come from the Nephilim)… (Num. 13.33).

“At first reading, this may seem like a factual account, but it is part of the quoted false report of the spies. Of the 12 spies, only Joshua and Caleb, trusting God, were keen to enter and take possession of the land; the other 10 did not want to. Because of the false report, the whole nation was too terrified to enter the Promised Land, and they turned against Moses for bringing them there. God responded: The Lord said to Moses, ‘How long will these people treat me with contempt?… I will strike them down with a plague and destroy them’ (Num. 14:11).”

“How can we be sure that it was a false report? To start with, God intended to strike down all of the people with a plague for their unbelief, but Moses interceded on their behalf. However, there were some that were not going to escape God’s justice. Why? Because they brought back an untruthful report. Numbers 14:36-37 says:
“Now the men whom Moses sent to spy out the land, who returned and made all the congregation complain against him by bringing a bad report of the land, those very men who brought the evil report about the land, died by the plague before the Lord’ (New King James Version).”

“Some Christians have actually added to the false account of the Nephilim in the Promised Land. They say that during the time that the children of Israel wandered in the desert (38 years), fallen angels were once again cohabiting with women to produce more Nephilim as part of a satanic strategy to prevent the Hebrews entering the land. This is unlikely because, although they encountered the Anakim, they defeated them, as well as many others inhabiting tribes. When they eventually entered the land of Canaan, there was no mention of the Nephilim or encounters with them. Surely, among the descriptions of all the battles that ensued, encounters with Nephilim would have been mentioned if they occurred. And it should be remembered, according to the fallen angel view, the original angels who stepped out of line in this manner were now in chains in Tartarus…”
Gary Bates, Alien Intrusion: UFOs and the Evolution Connection, pg. 363-364

To make perfectly clear, a slander is a lie. The word used here for slander is “dibbah” and means “slander, calumny” according to the Gesenius’s Lexicon. It is translated as “slander” 4 times, “infamy” 2 times and “evil report” 3 times in the KJV. The word “slander” means a “malicious false or defamatory statement”, “calumny” means “a false and malicious statement designed to injure the reputation”. A slander is a lie.

Numbers makes clear that these men brought a slander against the land in particular by: “saying… there we saw the giants (Nephilim), the sons of Anak, of the giants (Nephilim)”. This is the slanderous, lying statement in question. It is pointed out in particular in Num 13:32 that this statement was slander, a lie, and not true, before the Bible recounts the false statement. Then afterwards, in Num 14, it is made clear that the men who lied in this particular statement died by plague before God. As such, God punished these men for their lie about there being Nephilim in the land, by them dying before Him by a plague. The reason this punishment
was so severe was because as a result of this lie, the people of Israel refused to take the land in battle, refusing to obey God. And they then were punished by having to wander in the desert for 40 years.

Other than this singular instance of a slander, a lie, being told, no mention is made of Nephilim after the flood, and besides Gen 6 and Num 13 the word Nephilim is not used anywhere else in the Bible. The interbreeding of the “sons of God” and women is not recorded to have occurred again after the flood. As the Bible had no problem mentioning this interbreeding the first time, God surely would have mentioned if the same events happened again, in His consistency. Also the “sons of God” who begat the Nephilim-giants were imprisoned in Tartaros (the Abyss) until the judgment for their crime.

In Jude 1 and 2 Pet 2 these “sons of God” are described as angels who sinned by leaving their own domain, are compared to those who “gave themselves over to fornication, going after strange flesh”, and who are now imprisoned in Tartaros. Their actions defined them as and made them become fallen angels.
“And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.” Jude 1:6-7

“For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast [them] down to hell (Tartaros), and delivered [them] into chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment; And spared not the old world, but saved Noah the eighth [person], a preacher of righteousness, bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly; And turning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha into ashes condemned [them] with an overthrow, making [them] an ensample unto those that after should live ungodly” 2 Pet 2:4-6

The chronology in 2 Pet 2:4-6 places the time of their sin to be immediately before the flood, so we can know these are one and the same fallen angels who are referred to in Gen 6:1-4. And we know that these fallen angels in particular who committed this sin are now bound and imprisoned in Tartaros as the
sentence for their crime. (Though others are not imprisoned, who did not commit this particular crime, see Rev 12, Luke 4, Eph 6:12.)

As such it makes the most sense that no other fallen angels would attempt to repeat this crime, and face the same punishment. As God is consistent, it makes sense they would face the same punishment. So it seems safe to say no other fallen angel would commit this crime, because of the consequences, and this is consistent with God not describing any repeat of this crime after the flood.

The Bible makes clear that the human-giants after the flood were not Nephilim, by saying those that called them so were slanderers in Num 13-14. Both the presence of human-giants after the flood and the shortened lifespans after the flood can be tied to the Nephilim that lived before the flood, through a woman on the Ark, without any resumed fallen-angelic interbreeding after the flood. The evidence for this theory is seen in that all of humanity soon had lifespan shortened to 120 years, and Gen 6:3 shows the prophecy of a shortened lifespan as being related to the fallen angels taking wives, and their offspring.
There is nothing in the Bible that indicates that there will ever be any more Nephilim born. The scriptures sometimes used to argue this fallacy are Matt 24 and Dan 2, but this can only be accomplished by ignoring the obvious meanings of the verses, ignoring their context, and twisting their meaning, and the meanings of the words in these verses.

With a straightforward interpretation, taking into account context of the passage, meanings of the words, etc, neither of these passages hint at there being any more Nephilim in the future of the world, according to Bible prophecy. You can examine these passages of prophecy, and the conclusion that they do not include any prophecy of a resurgence of Nephilim, at the links below:

Matt 24 study here

Dan 2:43 study here

(And in fact even if Dan 2:43 is assumed to refer to fallen angels, incorrectly, then the verse still indicates an absence of Nephilim in the future - Second Dan study here)
Footnotes:
(1) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigantism
(2) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acromegaly
(3) http://www.fipapatients.org/disorders/fipa/ includes family tree chart
(4) http://creation.com/decreased-lifespans-have-we-been-looking-in-the-right-place
(5) http://geology.com/usgs/amber/
(8) http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/565829_3 may require free user account

Addendum:
While side issues, I want to address a couple things:

1. In Gen 6:4 “and also after that” or “afterward” has a couple of possible explanations that the text will allow for, and neither one references to after the flood. The first is that the taking of wives and
interbreeding began “when men began to multiply on the face of the earth and daughters were born unto them” which was about 1000 years before Noah was even born. In context, “afterward” refers to the time when the marrying and interbreeding started, some 1000 years before Noah was born, and into the time of Noah’s 600th year when the flood came. Dr. Heiser pointed this out to me in an email, and I think it makes the most sense of anything I’ve heard. Based on the context of the verses, the idea that makes the least sense to me is “and also after that” refers to after the flood. The flood isn’t mentioned, nor the word “flood” used, until 13 verses later.

2. “All flesh had corrupted his way upon the earth” in Gen 6:12 maybe, just maybe, could reference to fallen angels practicing bestiality and resulting offspring, but only IF fallen angels took the form of animals, and had offspring with them. The same general rules would apply here as in the rest of the science of genetics, and the offspring would have been animals with demon-spirits. This might explain some of the reports today of “animal-like evil spirits”, and why all the animals were killed save those on the ark. Or this may not be the case. I only mention it in response to some teachings which
seem to fixate on this topic, which I hardly see as important.

3. There are some cases in which God had the Israelites destroy every animal from a tribe that they killed, instead of keeping the animals. The simplest explanation for this is that the tribe had practiced bestiality and the animals were cursed, but nothing indicates these animals were any sort of offspring of fallen angels.

Modern Nephilim Hybrid Deception Part
4 – Modern Science

As the “modern nephilim” claim and scriptural argument is peculiar to those who accept the “sons of God” to be angels in Gen 6, this series of articles on this assumes this stance for the sake or arguing what the rest of scripture would show, if this assumption was true.

Theoretic “Modern Nephilim” and Modern Science

Using what we know about historic Nephilim-giants per the Bible as a foundation, we can know several things about what the Nephilim-giants would be like if they existed today.

First off, they invariably had gigantism, (the word Nephilim translated is “giants”) and so any “Modern Nephilim” would have gigantism today. (Although it should be made very clear that humans with gigantism today are NOT Nephilim, but like the
giants in the Bible post-flood, they are human.) This means that if the Nephilim-giants lived today they would either have gigantism, or would have been treated for pituitary gigantism, and treatment for gigantism in their medical record.

Second, while many giant people today can pass a paternity test to their human parents, as is documented in public medical studies, a Nephilim-giant today would not be able to do so, as their dna could not be matched to any verifiable human man in existence. This is not a fool-proof method, but could be used to show someone is Not a Nephilim more than to show someone is a Nephilim. However, as the Nephilim are called “men” by the Bible, and had purely human bodies and DNA, a paternity test for a “Modern Nephilim” would show their paternal DNA to be human. A paternity test could not match them to any human man who could be found, but still a “Modern Nephilim” would be shown to have human paternal DNA. (This is a Biblical reason why the Starchild Skull, which claims non-human paternal DNA, can be clearly known to obviously not be a Nephilim.)
The problem with identifying a Nephilim-giant if they lived today is that they would be indistinguishable from a human with pituitary gigantism, as they both have human bodies, could pass a DNA test to prove they have human DNA, and both would have gigantism. Yet humans today with gigantism are humans, and this could even be confirmed with paternity testing, matching a person with their human father. Even if in a particular case paternity testing was not a possibility, the fact is the Bible makes it very clear that giants after the flood were humans, with human-spirits, and therefore would have been completely eligible to receive eternal salvation in Jesus Christ. The same is true of human with gigantism today, and any teaching to the contrary is obscenely heretical and evil, and should be condemned by all Christians.

If there were any “Modern Nephilim” they would all be giants or have been medically treated for gigantism, therefore someone who is not a giant or has not been successfully treated for gigantism is not a Nephilim. Actual “Modern Nephilim” would look purely human, and have gigantism or have been treated for it. Actual “Modern Nephilim” also would
have completely human DNA on a DNA test, and also both maternal and paternal DNA would show as human on a DNA test.

We can know this is the same today as it was before the flood, because angels are how God created them to be, and with whatever sort of sperm/DNA God made them to have, in making them male, when He created them. The fallen angels of today therefore can only contribute the same human-matching DNA and chromosomes that any angel ever could, just the same as the ones in Gen 6:1-4 who begat the Nephilim. In order for conception to occur in those women, the contribution of these fallen angels had to match human bodies, DNA, and chromosomes of a human man’s body. Whatever the fallen angels had in Genesis 6 is what God created them to have when they were in a human form on Earth, and the same is true of fallen angels today, they could produce nothing different than what God designed them to have. Obviously this genetic material was never meant to be used, and contained flaws, but still matched human chromosomes and DNA, and would today also just as then, and with the exact same flaws, producing the exact same results. As such IF any fallen angel were to beget a child with a human
woman today, the result would be exactly the same as it was in Genesis 6:4. We can even take this with Biblical certainty, as the only example we have or ever will have is recorded in the Bible as truth, that the result was Giants who were called men. And we know this is on account of their human bodies, same as in the case of Jesus Christ. To say the Nephilim did not have human bodies and fallen-angel spirits, would require a contradiction within the Bible, of the truth that Jesus Christ spiritually was God, but came in the flesh as a human man, as the fullness of the Godhead bodily.

Therefore, no evidence is possible to prove any living person to be a “Modern Nephilim”. All possible scientific genetic tests that could serve as evidence would prove a person who is a “Modern Nephilim” to be a human genetically. There is no scientific way to prove any person to be a “Modern Nephilim”.

Although, there are several ways to prove a person is not a “Modern Nephilim”. If a person has never had gigantism or been treated for it, then that person is definitely not a “Modern Nephilim”. We can know this is the case because the
Bible makes clear that all the Nephilim were giants, as the word “Nephilim” means “giants”. Therefore any claims that a person who is not a giant is a “Modern Nephilim” is completely unbiblical.

If a person has gigantism today, to suggest or teach that they are a “Modern Nephilim” without evidence (and no evidence is possible) is to slander or bear false witness against that person, even breaking one of the Ten Commandments of God. To suggest or teach such today would be the same situation as the pointed example in Numbers 13-14, it would be slander, and is also unbiblical, unchristian, and despicable.

Those people who committed this slander in Numbers 13-14 were put to death by God with a plague, for all the trouble they caused to the people, who believed their deception.

With an understanding of the concept of Paternal Spiritual Lineage, it becomes very clear that to slander a person by calling them a “Modern Nephilim” implies nothing less than a fallen angel begat that person, and they therefore have a demon-spirit, and are ineligible to receive salvation in Jesus.
Christ. As such slander that any person is a “Modern Nephilim” is the same as saying they are hopelessly eternally condemned.

For a Christian to make this sort of slander against any person is a serious charge,

“But I — I say to you, that every one who is angry at his brother without cause, shall be in danger of the judgment, and whoever may say to his brother, Empty fellow! shall be in danger of the Sanhedrim, and whoever may say, Rebel! shall be in danger of the Gehenna of the fire.” Matt 5:22 YNG

Jesus made it very clear that to say a brother, a fellow human being, was an “Empty fellow”, such as empty of a human-spirit able to receive salvation, or to say a brother, a fellow human being, was a “Rebel”, such as a rebel fallen angel or a demon-spirited Nephilim, puts the accuser themself in danger of judgment and hellfire.

“A single witness shall not rise up against a man on account of any iniquity, or any sin which he has committed; on the evidence of two or three witnesses a matter shall be confirmed. If a malicious witness rises up against a man to accuse him of
wrongdoing, then both the men who have the dispute shall stand before the LORD, before the priests and the judges who will be in office in those days. The judges shall investigate thoroughly, and if the witness is a false witness and he has accused his brother falsely, then you shall do to him just as he had intended to do to his brother. Thus you shall purge the evil from among you.” Deut 19:15-19

As there is no evidence that would stand up in court to prove anyone is a “Modern Nephilim”, and such evidence is impossible according to the Bible, it therefore can be understood that anyone who accuses another of the iniquity of being a “Modern Nephilim” is guilty of falsely accusing a fellow human being. Christians must purge any such evil from among them, and the New Testament specifies precisely how,

“I wrote you in my letter not to associate with immoral people; I did not at all mean with the immoral people of this world, or with the covetous and swindlers, or with idolaters, for then you would have to go out of the world. But actually, I wrote to you not to associate with any so-called brother if he is an immoral person, or covetous, or an idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard, or a swindler—not even to
eat with such a one. For what have I to do with judging outsiders? Do you not judge those who are within the church? But those who are outside, God judges. **REMOVE THE WICKED MAN FROM AMONG YOURSELVES.**” 1 Cor 5:9-13

If you have been told you are a Nephilim, or part Nephilim, or believe you are or may be, please know there is hope, and you can be saved by faith in Jesus Christ. You are not a Nephilim, and there are no modern Nephilim. If you have been told these things, or believe these things, first and foremost you’ve been lied to and deceived. If you are human enough to be reading this, then you are a human being, and the Bible teaches you can be saved by faith in Jesus Christ. We would encourage you to reach out to Jesus Christ right now, and receive His free gift of salvation and eternal life. Please go here: [http://www.whoisjesus-really.com/](http://www.whoisjesus-really.com/)
Modern Nephilim Hybrid Deception Part 5 – Strong Deception and Delusion

As the “modern nephilim” claim and scriptural argument is peculiar to those who accept the
“sons of God” to be angels in Gen 6, this series of articles on this assumes this stance for the sake or arguing what the rest of scripture would show, if this assumption was true.

The “Modern Nephilim / Hybrid” Strong Deception and Delusion

Some people today are claiming to have either seen alleged “Modern Nephilim/Hybrids”, or claim to have given birth to such, or claim to be such.

An easy way to tell that the accounts of “Modern Nephilim/Hybrids” seen in supernatural experiences (alien abductions, some SRA cases, etc.) are false, is because these “Modern Nephilim/Hybrids” either are not giants, or do not look purely human. A modern Nephilim would look human and in early childhood would show signs of gigantism, and barring treatment for the condition, would be a giant in adulthood. This is as the Hebrew word “nephilim” in the Bible means “giants”. (Though not all giants are nephilim, see the earlier articles in this series.)

Very little to none of the reports made by people
who claim to have seen “Modern Nephilim/Hybrids” match this Biblical description. In the case of alien abduction experiences, abductees usually report to see half-alien-looking babies, which could not be Nephilim because they do not look human. In some SRA cases, grown “Nephilim” that are reported to seen during the experience are not described to be giants, nor is there any indication they are struggling with the medical disorder and medical treatment for pituitary gigantism. In these particular SRA cases travel by spaceship is also reported, which makes them more like alien abduction accounts than more typical SRA accounts.

A much more Biblical explanation is that “alien abduction” experiences are Visions caused by fallen angels, and these particular SRA experiences aboard spaceships likely fall into the same category. The Bible many times uses the term “Vision” in regards to a spiritual experience, often specified to have been caused by an angel or fallen angel. These experiences can seem so real as to be indistinguishable from reality to all of the bodily senses, and both Paul and Peter who were familiar with Visions could not distinguish between the two.
Additionally fallen angels are able to cause a level of lasting physical injury or illness, which can be coupled with a Vision. This is the simplest explanation for the bodily injuries (internal or external), and medical illness of false pregnancy, that are sometimes reported by these abductees. Most of what these abductees experience is a Vision, which seems physically real but is not, while very little of what they experience is truly physical, in injuries, illness, and sometimes objects moved, are the only potentially verifiable physical manifestations. These physical manifestations serve to “back-up” the perceived physical realness of whatever is experienced in the Vision, and create a thorough deception, which leads to the victim being deluded into thinking the entire experience was physically real.

However, these physical manifestations only serve at best as proof of themselves, a physical manifestation enough to cause a bruise, or move an object, and do not verify the physical reality of the rest of the experience. While a victim really did have the experience of a Vision, and it may have felt
completely real to the senses, the Bible teaches fallen angels can cause Vision experiences, and they are spiritual experiences.

Because the Vision experience is so real as to be indistinguishable from reality by the physical senses in perception, there is every reason to think a Vision can be just as traumatic to the victim as if the actual events of the Vision had really occurred. This can even include strong enough trauma to cause dissociative symptoms, such as DID. In the case of fallen angels, these Vision abilities they have are used for deception and to create strong delusions about reality in the mind of the victim. The Bible warns that God will allow this to happen in the last days:

“And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie” 2 Thes 2:11

Thankfully, research has shown that these experiences can stop in the name and authority of Jesus Christ. No matter how real an experience might feel to the bodily senses, a Vision experience can stop in the name and authority of Jesus Christ.
The CE4 Research Group, a Christian alien abductee research ministry, has over 100 documented cases online of these sorts of experiences stopping in the name and authority of Jesus Christ.

The Visions in which people are seeing these “modern Nephilim”, these supernatural experiences, can also be stopped in the name and authority of Jesus Christ, whether the experiences are more standard alien abduction experiences or more SRA-like. You can read a detailed Bible Study explaining about Visions here.

These experiences have been shown by research to be caused by one or more of three reasons.
1. A person asked for it.
2. A person unknowingly got involved into something occult or sinful that in fact allowed these fallen entities to enter into their life to attack them.
3. If the experiences started in childhood, the person is under a generational curse.
The way to stop these experiences is outlined in a process called The 8 Rs to Freedom which is on the CE4Research.com website. This process has been verified to work through repeatability, and the
testimonies of the former experiencers who have been set free from these attacks by using this process.

Modern Nephilim Hybrid Deception Part 6 – Why?

As the “modern nephilim” claim and scriptural argument is peculiar to those who accept the “sons of God” to be angels in Gen 6, this series of articles on this assumes this stance for the sake or arguing what the rest of scripture would show, if
this assumption was true.

What is the Point of this “Modern Nephilim Hybrid” Deception?

To answer this question, let’s look at the ripening fruits:

1. There are people who believe others around them, who appear human, may actually be Nephilim, who cannot be saved and are not eligible for salvation.

2. These people who believe there are Nephilim around them in some cases suffer from fear, symptoms of paranoia, and especially they have a fixation of being guarded of those around them “in case” they might get fooled by a Nephilim. Additionally they spend time focusing on this topic, that they could be spending focusing on God, their family, local fellowship, studying the Bible, doing good works, and the process of personal growth as a Christian.
3. There are people who believe that they themselves are Nephilim, and are not eligible for salvation, even being told this by Christians.

4. For those who believe they themselves are Nephilim, there is the torment of believing they are doomed to hell, that God has made no provision for them, no matter what they do, even if they want to repent of their sins and ask Jesus Christ to save them, that they are doomed to hell.

5. There is a solid message in the Christian Ufology ministry field which is usable towards reaching the average church with valid information about the “alien” deception. This message is founded on several points:
   A. The messages received by abductees from these entities are markedly anti-Biblical and antichrist.
   B. These entities cause abductees to have experiences which parallel the dreams, visionary experiences, and even stories of possession
which are attributed to fallen angels/demons in the Bible.

C. Abduction experiences stop in the name and authority of Jesus Christ, and can be terminated as a life pattern. An abductee can be set free from these experiences by Jesus Christ, and show the fruit of the Holy Spirit in their life, as God enables them to overcome as Christians, closing this chapter in their lives, and starting in a new chapter with a testimony of victory over this deception.

D. The UFO/Alien topic serves to further public belief in evolution, even to the point of belief that aliens evolved humanity, rather than God created humanity. In this a belief in actual aliens serves to contradict and undermine the Bible in its message that we were created by God, that God created mankind in His image, the earth to be inhabited, and the stars and planets to be for signs and seasons, etc.

E. In the Bible, end-time prophecy points to an Antichrist ruler over a united planet, and “3 evil spirits like frogs” (frogs are very similar to the common gray alien description Rev 16:13-14) who unite the armies of the world to battle
against Jesus Christ as He returns. This may be indicative that the growing belief in alien life and reports of UFOs will culminate in a full-blown satanic deception against the world, a “UFO/Alien Disclosure” by world officials that aliens are real, serving to unite the world’s governments under this Antichrist one-world ruler. Christians should be aware that this course of events would be a deception, in the event that this interpretation of prophecy might occur.

An effect of the “Modern Nephilim Hybrid” teaching is to draw focus away from these points of valid research and teaching, and instead put this focus on teaching the church:

A. The experiences with the fallen entities can be used to glean valuable information about what is going on in the world and their game-plan. (Such as the existence of secret military underground bases, a hollow earth where Nazis live, details on the technology used to power spaceships, time travel and wormholes, and of course on where the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” are, what they are doing, whether they work for or have replaced the illuminati, etc.)
B. The experiences are physically real, of real places and people and physical entities. The assumption is that the Bible surely must have some comment on these experiences, and the scriptures surely must contain truth that can be gleaned from these interactions with fallen entities. The search in the Bible for truth (and Bible interpretation) focuses on matching what is gleaned by those under attack by fallen entities with the Bible, using these deceptive supernatural experiences as a starting point.

C. Abduction experiences can be stopped to some extent, but in regards to the people involved such as the military, Nazis, illuminati, occultists, and of course the very real physical entities, the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids”, along with their very real physical advanced technology: experiences with them are more difficult for Jesus Christ to stop because these are real physical people/beings existing in the objective physical world, who have free will to get violent with abductees like any other person could. With the advantages of advanced technology almost indistinguishable from magic in it’s power, and secret locations to hide in, and shadow government backing to cover-up all they do, Abductees who have dealt with these people/entities
have a harder time getting them out of their life, because we are not talking about just demons or fallen angels who can be rebuked in spiritual warfare and disappear, but other living people/creatures who are secretive criminals.
In other words: Jesus Christ can only do so much.

D. Evolution and panspermia are bad, but the same time, babies are being made who have been enhanced by “Fallen Angel DNA” to have super-human powers, who are part Nephilim or of a Nephilim bloodline, and so human women are having children who are no longer human but something different. There are people around who are Nephilim, but look human, or ½ Nephilim of a second generation, or ¼ Nephilim third generation, etc. Whether these people can be saved by Jesus Christ is debatable, because of their bloodline, as full-blown Nephilim people could have demon-souls. They also have made Nephilim who look like half-gray aliens, half-reptilians, etc. Unfortunately those who are human-looking “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” among us, cannot be identified because they look human, and those who look like half-aliens are stored away in secret underground military bases, the hollow earth, and in outerspace (the
second heaven), so their existence also cannot be verified.

E. The central focus of Bible prophecy in the end-times is the revealing of the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids”, and the biggest indicator to watch out for is that the world will be “as in the days of Noah” in which there were Giants (Nephilim) around. The church needs to be aware that the amassed armies of “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” are going to burst forth from their secret underground lairs, and out of outerspace (the second heaven). This will happen at the same time as a mass violent uprising from the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” that are among us (of whatever generation, or super-human enhancement with Nephilim DNA) who look human and have already infiltrated society, posed as innocent neighbors, friends, or even family members. Their violent chaos will frighten everyone and usher in a united world and one-world ruler Antichrist.

6. Abductees confused that there are “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” seem utterly convinced that their personal experiences either could not of in the past, nor can presently, be stopped in the name and
authority of Jesus Christ. This is majorly to their detriment in both being set free from these experiences, and coming to process their supernatural experiences in the past.

7. Some abductees who have had “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” in their experiences, or who believe in such, and who seem in need of much further help in healing, despite being Christian, seem to be angry at Christian researchers and ministers who say there are no “Modern Nephilim Hybrids”. It has reached a point where one such Christian researcher has received a threat of violence, and was accused of working for the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids”, and accused of being paid by the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” to cover up their existence by spreading “disinformation”.

8. Some Christian former abductees who believe in “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” seem especially scared of them having infiltrated society, being vulnerable to danger from them, show symptoms of paranoia, and seem to have a solid fixation on learning more on the topic to prepare themselves, such as buying new books, buying videos, keeping up with paid
newsletter subscriptions and radio shows, etc. which bring in new information on the “Modern Nephilim Hybrids”.

9. Many alien abductees who are lost identify themselves as “hybrids” and believe themselves to be part-alien. If these lost people come across this “Modern Nephilim Hybrid” teachings they will likely feel offended by Christians and Christianity. It is a stumbling block to them receiving salvation, especially in open teachings that combine “aliens = fallen angels” with “hybrids = Nephilim” and that “Modern Nephilim Hybrids” cannot be saved.

10. This hasn’t happened yet, but it is quite possible that some unstable Christian might do something violent against a person they perceive to be a “Modern Nephilim Hybrid” or someone they perceive to be working with/for a “Modern Nephilim Hybrid” or against a lost abductee who claims to be a “hybrid”.

11. It is entirely possible that should this belief become widespread, in conjunction with a UFO disclosure endtimes event, if many people would
become convinced that they are “modern nephilim hybrids” that cannot be saved anyway, these people might have no reason to resist taking the Mark of the Beast.
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